This book goes back sixty years in my life. In high school I started reading mysteries, modernist fiction, and literary criticism while I was also getting interested in film. College and graduate school intensified my curiosity about all of the above. A full list of debts would go on for a very long time. Here are the prime ones.

Claude Held, eminent bookseller of Buffalo, kindly filled orders sent in cash, sometimes coins, from a fourteen-year-old. I still have the books he mailed to our farm. I also owe a debt to my teachers, particularly Fred Silva and Pat Ward of the State University of New York at Albany and Angelo Bertocci of the University of Iowa.

As usual, I’m grateful to my stimulating colleagues in the University of Wisconsin–Madison Department of Communication Arts: Ben Brewster, Kelley Conway, Erik Gunneson, Meg Hamel, Jim Healy, Michele Hilmes, Eric Hoyt, Vance Kepley, Lea Jacobs, Mike King, J. J. Murphy, Ben Reiser, James Runde, and Ben Singer. Hours of talk with Jeff Smith, fellow mystery addict and connoisseur of popular fiction generally, improved this book immeasurably.

On other campuses, I benefited from audiences responding to ideas I tried out in lectures. So thanks to Dan Morgan and colleagues and students at the University of Chicago, to Sean O’Sullivan and colleagues and students at the Ohio State University, and to members of the Society for Cognitive Studies of the Moving Image at our 2019 conference at the University of Hamburg.

As usual, archives have given me more than I can properly acknowledge. At the Wisconsin Center for Film and Theater Research, Mary Huelsback
and Amanda Smith were ever ready to answer my questions and find obscure material. At George Eastman House, old friends Paolo Cherchi Usai and Jared Case of the Moving Image department helped me view The Gangsters and the Girl, a real discovery conserved by the late James Card. Thanks as well to Stéphanie Cudré-Mauroux of the Archives Littéraires Suisse for assistance with Patricia Highsmith's collection.

At the Library of Congress John W. Kluge Center, I benefited enormously from holding the Chair of Modern Culture in early 2017. I enjoyed my time with other fellows and Ted Widmer, the director, as well as Mary Lou Reker, Dan Turello, Travis Hensley, and Emily Coccia. Enscended in the Motion Picture, Broadcasting, and Recorded Sound Division, watching movies by the hour, I was helped at every turn by Greg Lukow, Mike Mashon, Karen Fishman, Alan Gevinson, Dorina Hartmann (supreme Nero Wolfe expert), Zoran Sinobad, Josie Walters-Johnston, and Rosemary Hanes.

My debt to the Kinematek of Belgium, under both Gabrielle Claes and Nicola Mazzanti, remains overwhelming. Through the decades its lively staff have made working there a profound pleasure. In Antwerp, I developed some of the book’s ideas in lectures at the Summer Film College. Thanks as ever to Bart Versteirt, Tom Paulus, Anke Brouwers, Steven Jacobs, David Vandenbossche, Stef Franck, Cristina Álvarez López, Adrian Martin, and all the other cinephiles who make this annual gathering delightful.
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Two pen pals have had their own parts to play. Martin Edwards, supreme expert on the history of mystery, kindly shared early access to his extraordinary The Life of Crime: Unravelling the Mysteries of Fiction’s Favourite Genre (2022). Meir Sternberg’s Expositional Modes and Temporal Ordering in Fiction (1978) and his magisterial articles on narrative poetics have shaped my research for decades. Correspondence with him has been one of the great pleasures of my academic life.
Going beyond the call of friendship, Jim Naremore read the entire manuscript. Twice. He offered the best thing a writer can get: generous encouragement laced with precise criticism.

Series editor John Belton, another old friend, vigorously supported the book and drew on his deep knowledge of film history to help sharpen my case. Philip Leventhal, senior editor, handled this project with a care and dispatch rare in publishing. Thanks as well to Monique Briones. Columbia University Press should be proud of them all.

My sisters Diane Verma and Darlene Bordwell, two tough femme fatales, grew up loving mysteries as much as I did. (Special thanks to Diane for steering me to Laura Lippman.) My wife Kristin Thompson enjoys mysteries too. Although she supported this project with love and good humor, she must at times have wanted the author to finally close the damn case.
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Portions of chapters 8, 9, and 11 have appeared on www.davidbordwell.net, but they have been revised and updated for publication here.
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